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Data Analytics - 7 BOOK BUNDLE!! Book 1: Data Analytics For Beginners In this
book you will learn: What is Data Analytics Types of Data Analytics Evolution of
Data Analytics Big Data Defined Data Mining Data Visualization Cluster Analysis
And of course much more! Book 2: Deep Learning With Keras In this book you
will learn: Deep Neural Network Neural Network Elements Keras Models
Sequential Model Functional API Model Keras Layers Core Keras Layers
Convolutional Keras Layers Recurrent Keras Layers Deep Learning Algorithms
Supervised Learning Algorithms Applications of Deep Learning Models Automatic
Speech and Image Recognition Natural Language Processing And of course
much more! Book 3: Analyzing Data With Power BI In this book you will learn:
Basics of data analysis processes Fundamental data analysis algorithms Basic of
data and text mining, data visualization, and business intelligence Techniques
used for analysing quantitative data Basic data analysis tasks Conceptual,
logical, and physical data models Power BI service and data modelling Creating
reports and visualizations in Power BI And of course much more! Book 4:
Reinforcement Learning With Python In this book you will learn: Types of
fundamental machine learning algorithms in comparison to reinforcement
learning Essentials of reinforcement learning process Marko decision processes
and basic parameters How to integrate reinforcement learning algorithm using
OpenAI Gym How to integrate Monte Carlo methods for prediction Monte Carlo
tree search And much, much more... Book 5: Artificial Intelligence Python In this
book you will learn: Different artificial intelligence approaches and goals How to
define AI system Basic AI techniques Reinforcement learning And much, much
more... Book 6: Text Analytics With Python In this book you will learn: Text
analytics process How to build a corpus and analyze sentiment Named entity
extraction with Groningen meaning bank corpus How to train your system Getting
started with NLTK How to search syntax and tokenize sentences Automatic text
summarization Stemming word and topic modeling with NLTK And much, much
more... Book 7: Convolutional Neural Networks In Python In this book you will
learn: Architecture of convolutional neural networks Solving computer vision
tasks using convolutional neural networks Python and computer vision Automatic
image and speech recognition Theano and TenroeFlow image recognition And of
course much more! Download this book bundle NOW and SAVE money!!
Chronic hepatitis B (CHB) is a life-threatening liver disease affecting 257 million
people worldwide, in particular in the Asia-Pacific regions. In endemic areas,
hepatitis B virus (HBV) is usually transmitted from chronically infected mothers to
neonates. Perinatal HBV infection causes chronic infection in more than 90% of
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exposed individuals. With perinatal infection, lifetime mortality risk due to
complications of liver cirrhosis (LC) or hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) reaches
up to 40% in men and 15% in women. For the treatment of chronic HBV infection,
nucleos(t)ide analogue antivirals have been successfully used to suppress viral
replication. However, HBV exists as a cccDNA, which cannot be eliminated by
nucleos(t)ide analogues. Therefore, a practical goal of novel HBV therapeutics
can be HBs seroconversion (loss of HBsAg and development of HBsAg-specific
antibodies), which occurs during spontaneous recovery from acute HBV infection.
This HBs seroconversion is referred to as “functional cure” of HBV infection.
When functional cure is reached, HBsAg-specific antibodies have virusneutralizing activity and control HBV infection even in the presence of cccDNA.
Currently, peg-IFN-a is often used to induce HBs seroconversion in patients with
chronic HBV infection; however, the efficacy is not satisfactory. In future, other
immunological therapeutics must be considered to achieve HBs seroconversion,
including therapeutic vaccines and immune checkpoint blockers.
Cognitive Behavior- 4 BOOK BUNDLE!! Cognitive Dissonance Theory And Our
Hidden Biases With this book, you get to: Understand the link between
motivational and dissonance processes Understand the link between cognitive
dissonance and doing well in life Understand how to enhance both your
emotional intelligence and ability to manage people and situations Understand
why understanding cognitive leads to stellar success in life Mental Models For
Critical And Strategic Thinking With this book, you get to Understand the concept
of using mental models to think critically and strategically Understand what it
takes to leverage better reasoning concepts to achieve all-round success
Understand how to use deep learning to help you achieve your life goals
Understand how using mental models puts tremendous analytical ability at your
disposal that lets you make optimal use of all the information that engulfs you in
the digital age Critical Thinking And Not Deceptive Thinking Is The Way With this
book, you get to: Understand the concept of critical thinking in a strategic manner
Understand what it takes to overcome cognitive biases and logical fallacies
Understand how to use critical thinking to help you achieve your life goals
Understand how deceptive thinking can be replaced by critical thinking Cognitive
Biases And The Blind Spots Of Critical Thinking With this book, you get to:
Understand what cognitive biases and blind spots of critical thinking are
Understand the impact of critical thinking on decision-making Understand what
Critical thinking is and how it can stop you from following irrational mental models
of thinking Learn to be great at critical thinking and optimal decision making Get
this book bundle NOW and SAVE money!
This second and revised edition contains a detailed introduction to the key
classes of intelligent data analysis methods. The twelve coherently written
chapters by leading experts provide complete coverage of the core issues. The
first half of the book is devoted to the discussion of classical statistical issues.
The following chapters concentrate on machine learning and artificial intelligence,
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rule induction methods, neural networks, fuzzy logic, and stochastic search
methods. The book concludes with a chapter on visualization and an advanced
overview of IDA processes.
The professional development of researchers is critical for the future
development ofthe fields of pediatric and clinical child psychology. In order to
conduct research in pediatric and clinical child psychology, researchers need to
work with a wide range of populations and master an increasingly wide range of
skills, many of which are either not formally taught or considered in sufficient
depth in clinical training. Such skills include the development of resources for
research by writing grants to government agencies and foundations; skills in
preparing research for publications concerning original research, review articles,
or case reports; scien tific presentation skills; the ability to review and edit
scientific manuscripts; and to implement and manage research in applied
settings. Moreover, the increasing complexity of research in pediatric and clinical
child psychology requires success ful researchers in these fields to develop their
expertise with a wide range of new specialized methodologies, data analytic
methods, models of data analysis, and methods of assessment. Finally, to
enhance the relevance of their research to practice, researchers in pediatric and
clinical child psychology need to integrate their work with clinical service delivery
programs that are based on empirical research. The necessity to train
researchers in pediatric and clinical child psychology in such multifaceted
knowledge and skills places extraordinary burdens on profes sional training
programs. Professional researchers in pediatric and child clinical psychology also
are challenged to develop new knowledge and skills through continuing
education and faculty development programs.
Technologies collectively called omics enable simultaneous measurement of an
enormous number of biomolecules; for example, genomics investigates
thousands of DNA sequences, and proteomics examines large numbers of
proteins. Scientists are using these technologies to develop innovative tests to
detect disease and to predict a patient's likelihood of responding to specific
drugs. Following a recent case involving premature use of omics-based tests in
cancer clinical trials at Duke University, the NCI requested that the IOM establish
a committee to recommend ways to strengthen omics-based test development
and evaluation. This report identifies best practices to enhance development,
evaluation, and translation of omics-based tests while simultaneously reinforcing
steps to ensure that these tests are appropriately assessed for scientific validity
before they are used to guide patient treatment in clinical trials.
Do you want to learn Python Programming well and fast? Are you looking for the
best Python for Data Analysis and Analytics course? Do you want to learn Data
Science and how to leverage Python for it? Do want to learn Python Machine
Learning and start implementing models? If yes, then this Python for Beginners
Crash Course is for you. This is the most complete Python guide with 5
Manuscripts in 1 book: 1-Python For Beginners 2-Python Advanced
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Programming 3-Python for Data Analysis & Analytics 4-Python for Data Science
5-Python Machine Learning 450+ Pages of Pure Learning! A great opportunity:
Simplicity, Best Order and Selection of topics to Learn Fast and Selected
Practice Exercises and Examples. In Manuscripts 1 and 2 "Python For
Beginners" and "Python Advanced Programming" you'll learn: - What is Python How to install Python and what is the best distribution - What are data types and
variables - How to work with numbers in Python - What operators there are in
Python and when to use them - How to manipulate Strings - How to implement
Program Flow Controls - How to implement loops in Python - What are Python
lists, Tuples, Sets, Dictionaries, and how to use them - How to create modules
and functions - How to program according to the Object-Oriented paradigm - How
to create classes - What are and how to use Inheritance, Polymorphism,
Abstraction, and Encapsulation And much more... In Manuscript 3 "Python for
Data Analysis & Analytics" you'll learn: - What Data Analysis is and why it is
important - What are the different types of Data Analysis - What are the 6 key
steps of the Data Analysis process that you should follow - What are the
applications of Data Analysis and Analytics - How to set up the Python
environment for Data Analysis - What are and how to use Python Data Structures
- How to work with IPython/Jupyter Notebook - How to work with NumPy - How to
visualize data with Matplotlib - What other visualization libraries are out there Why is Big Data important and how to get the best out of it - How to leverage
Neural Networks for Data Analysis And much more... In Manuscript 4 "Python for
Data Science" you'll learn: - What is Data Science and what does it encompass What are the 5 key steps of the Data Science process that you should follow How to set up the Python environment for Data Science - How to work with
Seaborn data visualization module - What are the most important Machine
Learning Algorithms - How to leverage the Scikit-Learn module for Machine
Learning - How to leverage Data Science in the Cloud - What are the most
important applications of Data Science And much more... In Manuscript 5
"Python Machine Learning" you'll learn - What is Machine Learning and what
does it encompass - What are the 7 Steps of the Machine Learning Process What are the different Machine Learning types - How is Machine Learning
applied to the real world - What are the main Data Mining techniques - How to
best set up the Python environment for Machine Learning - What are the most
important Python libraries for Machine Learning And much more... Click the BUY
button and download the book now to start learning well and fast!
Data Analytics7 Manuscripts – Data Analytics for Beginners, Deep Learning with Keras,
Analyzing Data with Power BI, Reinforcement Learning with Python, Artificial
Intelligence Python, Text Analytics with Python, Convolutional Neural Networks in
PythonAnthony S. Williams
The inclusion of oncogene-driven reprogramming of energy metabolism within the list of
cancer hallmarks (Hanahan and Weinberg, Cell 2000, 2011) has provided major
impetus to further investigate the existence of a much wider metabolic rewiring in
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cancer cells, which
not only includes
deregulated
cellularNetworks
bioenergetics, but also
encompasses multiple links with a more comprehensive network of altered biochemical
pathways. This network is currently held responsible for redirecting carbon and
phosphorus fluxes through the biosynthesis of nucleotides, amino acids, lipids and
phospholipids and for the production of second messengers essential to cancer cells
growth, survival and invasiveness in the hostile tumor environment. The capability to
develop such a concerted rewiring of biochemical pathways is a versatile tool adopted
by cancer cells to counteract the host defense and eventually resist the attack of
anticancer treatments. Integrated efforts elucidating key mechanisms underlying this
complex cancer metabolic reprogramming have led to the identification of new
signatures of malignancy that are providing a strong foundation for improving cancer
diagnosis and monitoring tumor response to therapy using appropriate molecular
imaging approaches. In particular, the recent evolution of positron emission tomography
(PET), magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), spectroscopic imaging (MRSI),
functional MR imaging (fMRI) and optical imaging technologies, combined with
complementary cellular imaging approaches, have created new ways to explore and
monitor the effects of metabolic reprogramming in cancer at clinical and preclinical
levels. Thus, the progress of high-tech engineering and molecular imaging
technologies, combined with new generation genomic, proteomic and
phosphoproteomic methods, can significantly improve the clinical effectiveness of
image-based interventions in cancer and provide novel insights to design and validate
new targeted therapies. The Frontiers in Oncology Research Topic “Exploring Cancer
Metabolic Reprogramming Through Molecular Imaging” focusses on current
achievements, challenges and needs in the application of molecular imaging methods
to explore cancer metabolic reprogramming, and evaluate its potential impact on clinical
decisions and patient outcome. A series of reviews and perspective articles, along with
original research contributions on humans and on preclinical models have been
concertedly included in the Topic to build an open forum on perspectives, present
needs and future challenges of this cutting-edge research area.
?? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 54.95 instead of $ 85.17?? Do you want to learn
Python Programming well and fast?Are you looking for the best Python for Data
Analysis and Analytics course?Do want to learn Python Machine Learning and start
implementing models? This is the most complete Python guide with 6 Manuscripts in 1
book: Your Customers will never stop to use this book. In Manuscripts 1 and 2 "Python
For Beginners" and "Advanced Python Programming" you'll learn: How to work with
numbers in Python How to implement Program Flow Controls And much more... In
Manuscript 3 "Python for Data Analysis & Analytics" you'll learn: What Data Analysis is
and why it is important How to set up the Python environment for Data Analysis And
much more... In Manuscript 4 "Python for Data Science" you'll learn: What is Data
Science and what does it encompass How to set up the Python environment for Data
Science And much more... In Manuscript 5 "Python Machine Learning" you'll learn What
is Machine Learning and what does it encompass What are the 7 Steps of the Machine
Learning Process And much more... In Manuscript 6 "SQL" you'll learn Creating an SQL
view How to setup & create a database And more.. ? Buy it NOW and let your
customers get addicted to this amazing book!
This book outlines some new advances in genetics, clinical evaluation, localization,
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therapy (newlyText
including
immunotherapy)
of pheochromocytoma
and paraganglioma
including their metastatic counterparts. Well-known and experienced clinicians and
scientists contributed to this book to include some novel approaches to these tumors.
This book will serve to various health care professionals from different subspecialties,
but mainly oncologists, endocrinologists, endocrine surgeons, pediatricians, and
radiologists. This book shows that the field of pheochromocytoma/paraganglioma is
evolving and a significant progress has been made in last 5 years requiring that health
care professionals and scientists will learns new information and implement it in their
clinical practice or scientific work, respectively. This book should not be missed by
anybody who is focusing on neuroendocrine tumors, their newest evaluation and
treatment.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Conference on
Big Data analytics, BDA 2018, held in Warangal, India, in December 2018. The 29
papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 93
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections named: big data analytics:
vision and perspectives; financial data analytics and data streams; web and social
media data; big data systems and frameworks; predictive analytics in healthcare and
agricultural domains; and machine learning and pattern mining.
Data Analytics - 7 BOOK BUNDLE!! Book 1: Data Analytics for Beginners In this book
you will learn: Putting Data Analytics to Work The Rise of Data Analytics Big Data
Defined Cluster Analysis Applications of Cluster Analysis Commonly Graphed
Information Data Visualization Four Important Features of Data Visualization Software
And of course much more! Book 2: Deep Learning with Keras In this book you will
learn: Deep Neural Network Neural Network Elements Keras Models Sequential Model
Functional API Model Keras Layers Core Keras Layers Convolutional Keras Layers
Recurrent Keras Layers Deep Learning Algorithms Supervised Learning Algorithms
Applications of Deep Learning Models Automatic Speech and Image Recognition
Natural Language Processing And of course much more! Book 3: Analyzing Data with
Power BI In this book you will learn: Basics of data analysis processes Fundamental
data analysis algorithms Basic of data and text mining, data visualization and business
intelligence Techniques used for analysing quantitative data Basic data analysis tasks
Conceptual, logical and physical data models Power BI service and data modelling
Creating reports and visualizations in Power BI And of course much more! Book 4:
Reinforcement Learning with Python In this book you will learn: Types of fundamental
machine learning algorithms in comparison to reinforcement learning Essentials of
reinforcement learning process Marko decision processes and basic parameters How
to integrate reinforcement learning algorithm using OpenAI Gym How to integrate
Monte Carlo methods for prediction Monte Carlo tree search And much, much more...
Book 5: Artificial Intelligence Python In this book you will learn: Different artificial
intelligence approaches and goals How to define AI system Basic AI techniques
Reinforcement learning And much, much more... Book 6: Text Analytics with Python In
this book you will learn: Text analytics process How to build a corpus and analyze
sentiment Named entity extraction with Groningen meaning bank corpus How to train
your system Getting started with NLTK How to search syntax and tokenize sentences
Automatic text summarization Stemming word and topic modeling with NLTK And
much, much more... Book 7: Convolutional Neural Networks in Python In this book you
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will learn: Architecture
of convolutional
neural networks
computer vision tasks
using convolutional neural networks Python and computer vision Automatic image and
speech recognition Theano and TenroeFlow image recognition And of course much
more! Get this book bundle NOW and SAVE money!!
This comprehensive yet concise book provides a thorough and complete guide to every
aspect of managing the peer review process for scientific journals. Until now, little
information has been readily available on how this important facet of the journal
publishing process should be conducted properly. Peer Review and Manuscript
Management in Scientific Journals fills this gap and provides clear guidance on all
aspects of peer review, from manuscript submission to final decision. Peer Review and
Manuscript Management in Scientific Journals is an essential reference for science
journal editors, editorial office staff and publishers. It is an invaluable handbook for the
set-up of new Editorial Offices, as well as a useful reference for well-established
journals which may need guidance on a particular situation, or may want to review their
current practices. Although intended primarily for journals in science, much of its
content will be relevant to other scholarly areas. ?This wonderful work by Dr. Hames
can be used as a textbook in courses for both experienced and novice editors, and I
trust that it is what Dr. Hames intended when she prepared this beautiful book. Every
scientific editor should read it.? Journal of Educational Evaluation for Health
Professionals, 2008 This book is co-published with the Association of Learned and
Professional Society Publishers (ALPSP) (www.alpsp.org) ALPSP members are
entitled to a 30% discount on this book.
The use of data in society has seen an exponential growth in recent years. Data
science, the field of research concerned with understanding and analyzing data, aims to
find ways to operationalize data so that it can be beneficially used in society, for
example in health applications, urban governance or smart household devices. The
legal questions that accompany the rise of new, data-driven technologies however are
underexplored. This book is the first volume that seeks to map the legal implications of
the emergence of data science. It discusses the possibilities and limitations imposed by
the current legal framework, considers whether regulation is needed to respond to
problems raised by data science, and which ethical problems occur in relation to the
use of data. It also considers the emergence of Data Science and Law as a new legal
discipline.
A new way of thinking about data science and data ethics that is informed by the ideas
of intersectional feminism. Today, data science is a form of power. It has been used to
expose injustice, improve health outcomes, and topple governments. But it has also
been used to discriminate, police, and surveil. This potential for good, on the one hand,
and harm, on the other, makes it essential to ask: Data science by whom? Data science
for whom? Data science with whose interests in mind? The narratives around big data
and data science are overwhelmingly white, male, and techno-heroic. In Data
Feminism, Catherine D'Ignazio and Lauren Klein present a new way of thinking about
data science and data ethics—one that is informed by intersectional feminist thought.
Illustrating data feminism in action, D'Ignazio and Klein show how challenges to the
male/female binary can help challenge other hierarchical (and empirically wrong)
classification systems. They explain how, for example, an understanding of emotion
can expand our ideas about effective data visualization, and how the concept of
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invisible laborText
can expose
the significant
humanNeural
efforts required
by our automated
systems. And they show why the data never, ever “speak for themselves.” Data
Feminism offers strategies for data scientists seeking to learn how feminism can help
them work toward justice, and for feminists who want to focus their efforts on the
growing field of data science. But Data Feminism is about much more than gender. It is
about power, about who has it and who doesn't, and about how those differentials of
power can be challenged and changed.
Drawing on statistical techniques and samples this book offers an estimate of medieval
production rates of manuscripts in the Latin West. Such information is a helpful
production indicator for a period of which we have so little other quantitative data.
Data Mining and Data Visualization focuses on dealing with large-scale data, a field
commonly referred to as data mining. The book is divided into three sections. The first
deals with an introduction to statistical aspects of data mining and machine learning
and includes applications to text analysis, computer intrusion detection, and hiding of
information in digital files. The second section focuses on a variety of statistical
methodologies that have proven to be effective in data mining applications. These
include clustering, classification, multivariate density estimation, tree-based methods,
pattern recognition, outlier detection, genetic algorithms, and dimensionality reduction.
The third section focuses on data visualization and covers issues of visualization of
high-dimensional data, novel graphical techniques with a focus on human factors,
interactive graphics, and data visualization using virtual reality. This book represents a
thorough cross section of internationally renowned thinkers who are inventing methods
for dealing with a new data paradigm. Distinguished contributors who are international
experts in aspects of data mining Includes data mining approaches to non-numerical
data mining including text data, Internet traffic data, and geographic data Highly topical
discussions reflecting current thinking on contemporary technical issues, e.g. streaming
data Discusses taxonomy of dataset sizes, computational complexity, and scalability
usually ignored in most discussions Thorough discussion of data visualization issues
blending statistical, human factors, and computational insights
?This book includes 2 Manuscripts? Are you looking for new ways to grow your
business, with resources you already have? Do you want to know how the big players
like Netflix, Amazon, or Shopify use data analytics to MULTIPLY their growth? Keep
listening to learn how to use data analytics to maximize YOUR business.
"This collection of articles discusses how to preserve and conserve old manuscripts for
the future and will be of particular interest to research librarians. Topics include: an
investigation of the use of laser in paper conservation; digitization as part of the
museum preservation program; the electronic catalogue of the Manuscripts Department
in the National Library of Russia: its concept, structure and use for research; and
fundamental reflections on thefts and mutilation of maps from university and national
libraries in Europe."
The proliferation of powerful but cheap devices, together with the availability of a
plethora of wireless technologies, has pushed for the spread of the Wireless Internet of
Things (WIoT), which is typically much more heterogeneous, dynamic, and generalpurpose if compared with the traditional IoT. The WIoT is characterized by the dynamic
interaction of traditional infrastructure-side devices, e.g., sensors and actuators,
provided by municipalities in Smart City infrastructures, and other portable and more
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such as mobile
smartphones,
opportunistically
dynamically extend and enhance the WIoT environment. A key enabler of this vision is
the advancement of software and middleware technologies in various mobile-related
sectors, ranging from the effective synergic management of wireless communications to
mobility/adaptivity support in operating systems and differentiated integration and
management of devices with heterogeneous capabilities in middleware, from horizontal
support to crowdsourcing in different application domains to dynamic offloading to cloud
resources, only to mention a few. The book presents state-of-the-art contributions in the
articulated WIoT area by providing novel insights about the development and adoption
of middleware solutions to enable the WIoT vision in a wide spectrum of heterogeneous
scenarios, ranging from industrial environments to educational devices. The presented
solutions provide readers with differentiated point of views, by demonstrating how the
WIoT vision can be applied to several aspects of our daily life in a pervasive manner.

Observations Plus Recipes It has been said that science is the orderly collection
of facts about the natural world. Scientists, however, are wary of using the word
‘fact. ’ ‘Fact’ has the feeling of absoluteness and universality, whereas
scientific observations are neither ab- lute nor universal. For example, ‘children
have 20 deciduous [baby] teeth’ is an observation about the real world, but
scientists would not call it a fact. Some children have fewer deciduous teeth, and
some have more. Even those children who have exactly 20 deciduous teeth use
the full set during only a part of their childhood. When they are babies and tdlers, children have less than 20 visible teeth, and as they grow older, children
begin to loose their deciduous teeth, which are then replaced by permanent
teeth. ‘Children have 20 deciduous [baby] teeth’ is not even a complete
scientific sta- ment. For one thing, the statement ‘children have 20 deciduous
teeth’ does not tell us what we mean by ‘teeth. ’ When we say “teeth,” do we
mean only those that can seen be with the unaided eye, or do we also include
the hidden, unerupted teeth? An observation such as ‘children have 20
deciduous teeth’ is not a fact, and, by itself, it is not acceptable as a scientific
statement until its terms are explained: scientifically, ‘children have 20 deciduous
teeth’ must be accompanied by definitions and qualifiers.
Big Data Analytics - 2 BOOK BUNDLE!! Data Analytics With Python Data is the
foundation of this digital age that we live in. With this book, you are going to learn
how to organize and analyze data and how to interpret vast sources of
information. This book covers various topics on data analytics such as data
analytics applications, data analytics process, using Python for data analytics,
Python libraries for data analytics and many other that will help you kick-start
your data analytics journey from the very beginning. In this book you are going to
learn how to use Python its tools in order to interpret data and examine those
interesting data trends and information, which are important in predicting the
future. Whether you are dealing with some medical data, sales data, web page
data, you can use Python in order to interpret data, analyze it and obtain this
valuable information. You can also use this data for creating data analytics
models and predictions. Here Is A Brief Preview of What You’ll Learn In This
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Book… Data analytics applications Data analytics process How to install and run
Python Python data structures and Python libraries Python conditional construct
and iteration Data exploration using Pandas Pandas series and dataframes Data
munging and distribution analysis Carrying out binary operations Data
manipulation and categorical variable analysis How to build a predictive model
And of course much, much more! Natural Language Processing With Python This
book is a perfect beginner's guide to natural language processing. It is offering an
easy to understand guide to implementing NLP techniques using Python. Natural
language processing has been around for more than fifty years, but just recently
with greater amounts of data present and better computational powers, it has
gained a greater popularity. Given the importance of data, there is no wonder
why natural language processing is on the rise. If you are interested in learning
more, this book will serve as your best companion on this journey introducing you
to this challenging, yet extremely engaging world of automatic manipulation of
our human language. It covers all the basics you need to know before you dive
deeper into NLP and solving more complex NLP tasks in Python. Here Is a
Preview of What You’ll Learn Here… The main challenges of natural language
processing The history of natural language processing How natural langauge
processing actually works The main natural language processing applications
Text preprocessing and noise removal Feature engineering and syntactic parsing
Part of speech tagging and named entity extraction Topic modeling and word
embedding Text classification problems Working with text data using NLTK Text
summarization and sentiment analysis And much, much more... Get this book
bundle NOW and SAVE money!
Wireless communication is continuously evolving to improve and be a part of our
daily communication. This leads to improved quality of services and applications
supported by networking technologies. We are now able to use LTE, LTEAdvanced, and other emerging technologies due to the enormous efforts that are
made to improve the quality of service in cellular networks. As the future of
networking is uncertain, the use of deep learning and big data analytics is a point
of focus as it can work in many capacities at a variety of levels for wireless
communications. Implementing Data Analytics and Architectures for Next
Generation Wireless Communications addresses the existing and emerging
theoretical and practical challenges in the design, development, and
implementation of big data algorithms, protocols, architectures, and applications
for next generation wireless communications and their applications in smart
cities. The chapters of this book bring together academics and industrial
practitioners to exchange, discuss, and implement the latest innovations and
applications of data analytics in advanced networks. Specific topics covered
include key encryption techniques, smart home appliances, fog communication
networks, and security in the internet of things. This book is valuable for
technologists, data analysts, networking experts, practitioners, researchers,
academicians, and students.
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Topic Editor Johannes N. van den Anker is the Chief Medical Officer at
Reveragen Biopharma, as well as holding his positions at academic institutions.
The other Topic Editor declares no competing interests with regard to the
Research Topic subject.
This book considers the challenges related to the effective implementation of
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies to the cultural
heritage digitization process. Particular focus is placed on improvements to the
data acquisition stage, as well as the data enrichment and curation stages, using
advanced artificial intelligence techniques and tools. An emphasis is placed on
recent applications related to deep learning for visual recognition, generative
models, natural language processing, and super resolution. The book is a
valuable reference for researchers working in the multidisciplinary field of cultural
heritage and AI, as well as professional experts in the art and culture domains,
such as museums, libraries, and historic sites and buildings. Reports on
techniques and methods that leverage AI and machine learning and their impact
on the digitization of cultural heritage; Addresses challenges of improving data
acquisition, enrichment and management processes; Highlights contributions
from international researchers from diverse fields and subject areas.
Big Data - 4 book BUNDLE!! Data Analytics for Beginners In this book you will
learn: Putting Data Analytics to Work The Rise of Data Analytics Big Data
Defined Cluster Analysis Applications of Cluster Analysis Commonly Graphed
Information Data Visualization Four Important Features of Data Visualization
Software Big Data Impact Envisaged by 2020 Pros and Cons of Big Data
Analytics And of course much more! Deep Learning with Keras In this book you
will learn: Deep Neural Network Neural Network Elements Keras Models
Sequential Model Functional API Model Keras Layers Core Keras Layers
Convolutional Keras Layers Recurrent Keras Layers Deep Learning Algorithms
Supervised Learning Algorithms Applications of Deep Learning Models Automatic
Speech and Image Recognition Natural Language Processing Video Game
Development Real World Applications And of course much more! Analyzing Data
with Power BI In this book you will learn: Basics of data analysis processes
Fundamental data analysis algorithms Basic of data and text mining, data
visualization and business intelligence Techniques used for analysing
quantitative data Basic data analysis tasks Conceptual, logical and physical data
models Power BI service and data modelling Creating reports and visualizations
in Power BI Data transformation and data cleaning in Power BI Real world
applications of data analysis Convolutional Neural Networks In Python In this
book you will learn: Architecture of convolutional neural networks Solving
computer vision tasks using convolutional neural networks Python and computer
vision Automatic image and speech recognition Theano and TenroeFlow image
recognition How to use MNIST vision dataset What are commonly used
convolutional filters Download this book bundle NOW and SAVE money!!
This book provides a collection of comprehensive research articles on data
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analytics and applications of wearable devices in healthcare. This Special Issue
presents 28 research studies from 137 authors representing 37 institutions from
19 countries. To facilitate the understanding of the research articles, we have
organized the book to show various aspects covered in this field, such as
eHealth, technology-integrated research, prediction models, rehabilitation
studies, prototype systems, community health studies, ergonomics design
systems, technology acceptance model evaluation studies, telemonitoring
systems, warning systems, application of sensors in sports studies, clinical
systems, feasibility studies, geographical location based systems, tracking
systems, observational studies, risk assessment studies, human activity
recognition systems, impact measurement systems, and a systematic review. We
would like to take this opportunity to invite high quality research articles for our
next Special Issue entitled “Digital Health and Smart Sensors for Better
Management of Cancer and Chronic Diseases” as a part of Sensors journal.
Fresh examinations of the manuscript which is one of the chief compendiums of
literature in the Middle English period.
"Research design is fundamentally central to all scientific endeavors, at all levels and in
all institutional settings. This book is a practical, short, simple, and authoritative
examination of the concepts and issues in interpretive research design, looking across
this approach's methods of generating and analyzing data. It is meant to set the stage
for the more "how-to" volumes that will come later in the Routledge Series on
Interpretive Methods, which will look at specific methods and the designs that they
require. It will, however, engage some very practical issues, such as ethical
considerations and the structure of research proposals. Interpretive research design
requires a high degree of flexibility, where the researcher is more likely to think of
"hunches" to follow than formal hypotheses to test. Yanow and Schwartz-Shea address
what research design is and why it is important, what interpretive research is and how it
differs from quantitative and qualitative research in the positivist traditions, how to
design interpretive research, and the sections of a research proposal and report"-2 comprehensive manuscripts in 1 book Data Science: What the Best Data Scientists
Know About Data Analytics, Data Mining, Statistics, Machine Learning, and Big Data That You Don't Data Science for Business: Predictive Modeling, Data Mining, Data
Analytics, Data Warehousing, Data Visualization, Regression Analysis, Database
Querying
The objective of this book is to introduce the basic concepts of big data computing and
then to describe the total solution of big data problems using HPCC, an open-source
computing platform. The book comprises 15 chapters broken into three parts. The first
part, Big Data Technologies, includes introductions to big data concepts and
techniques; big data analytics; and visualization and learning techniques. The second
part, LexisNexis Risk Solution to Big Data, focuses on specific technologies and
techniques developed at LexisNexis to solve critical problems that use big data
analytics. It covers the open source High Performance Computing Cluster (HPCC
Systems®) platform and its architecture, as well as parallel data languages ECL and
KEL, developed to effectively solve big data problems. The third part, Big Data
Applications, describes various data intensive applications solved on HPCC Systems. It
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includes applications
such as cyber
security, social
network
analytics including fraud,
Ebola spread modeling using big data analytics, unsupervised learning, and image
classification. The book is intended for a wide variety of people including researchers,
scientists, programmers, engineers, designers, developers, educators, and students.
This book can also be beneficial for business managers, entrepreneurs, and investors.
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